
 
 
 
 
 
Abstract 
 
The reflection of a train of waves is the process in which the non dissipated energy of the train 
generates another train of waves in the opposite direction to the incident one when it impinges on 
an object. The reflection of the waves on structures with slope causes a partial standing wave in 
front of this structure. The position and the amplitude of these points in which the height of the 
wave is maximum , the quasi-antinodes, or minimum, the quasi-nodes, depend on such factors as 
the coefficient of reflection, their position in relation to the structure, the geometric, mechanic and 
hydraulic characteristics of the secion and the characteristics of the environment. 
 
The formulae used in the design of costal structures are empiric expressions based in the  
experimental results mesured in the laboratory. Nowadays, the most popular and used ones are 
those in which the reflection phenomenon of the swell in front of a given structure is not 
considered. Consequently, the reference parameter describing the magnitude of the swell is the 
total height of wave. 
 
The height of wave in a breakwater project comes from the propagation of the wave train from 
deep water to the breakwater toe. If we also consider that the process that allows us to calculate 
this designed height of wave is based on the linear wave theory we can then state that this wave 
height is incidental which means it hasn’t suffered any kind of modification due to reflection. 
 
The problem arises when despite knowing the total height of the wave can adopt different values 
depending on the conditions, the height of the incidental wave of our design is used in the scale up 
of the superficial elements of the breakwater. In these cases, where the total wave height is lower 
than the incident one at the breakwater toe, the breakwaters we obtain have overestimated the 
weight of the elements in their armour layer. On the other hand, if the total wave height is bigger 
than the incidental one we have the opposite case. All this means the designs will be not prepared 
to withstand the real swell to which they will be submmitted and will therefore be insecure. The 
solutions given by the formula cannot be considered optimal. To which extend can the reflection 
influence the scale up of the costal structures? Considering the consequences following a wrong 
scale up; the knowledge of methodologies that allow us to separate the incidental and reflected 
trains in the laboratory; and the fact that the incidental and reflected swell does not vary in given 
conditions, this work pretends to evaluate the influence of this coastal process. 
 
However, recent studies have suggested that the use of the total height of wave can minimize the 
dispersion of the results in the estimation of breakwaters estability. To determine both the rank of 
validity of these investigations and a more accurate description of the reflection phenomenon an 
interinstitutional collaboration agreement was founded. The assays described in this document 
were asigned to the Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC) in the first part of this agreement 
and took place in the CIEM flume. This assays demonstrate the importance of the reflection 
phenomenon in the design of rubble-mound breakwaters. 


